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Abstract. This paper discusses about the evolution of Product Lifecy-
cle Management (PLM) through the introduction of an emerging vision
in engineering design, proactive engineering. Over the last two decades,
engineering design has seen some relevant approaches covering sequen-
tial engineering and then concurrent engineering (CE). Indeed, this shift
was required to encompass knowledge integration issue into product de-
sign stages. This has led to relevant approaches such as design for X,
parametric design, PLM-based approaches, decision-making support and
ontology-based approaches to name a few. Proactive engineering can
be considered as an emerging engineering framework which integrates
as early as possible lifecycle knowledge and technological constraints in
product design and manage those knowledge in an integrated and har-
monious manner. The fact of using lifecycle process knowledge as design
context demands therefore the definition of downstream processes before
defining he product geometry so as to overcome current limitations in
CE oriented PLM approaches. Hence, with such stakes, understanding
and awareness becomes crucial in PLM in order to deliver well-balanced
products.

Keywords: Product Lifecycle Management; Proactive engineering,
Qualitative description, Understanding, Awareness in design.

1 Introduction

Nowadays companies need to be more competitive (externally focused) and pro-
ductive and efficient (internally focused) to deliver personalizable products which
are lifecycle-friendly oriented [1]. Over the last decades, engineering design has
incrementally shifted to different engineering paradigms in order to overcome
industrial stakes and research challenges, especially the optimisation of product
development lead time and knowledge integration in product design [2–4]. This
has led to successful methods enabling the promotion of Concurrent Engineering
(CE) philosophy and Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) vision [5]. Never-
theless, product design still required a more efficient verification and validation
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procedure regarding lifecycle stages expectations [6], and suitable and antic-
ipatory contexts for designers based on process procedural knowledge [7, 8].
Currently, the concurrent consideration of lifecycle constraints and knowledge
does not provide enough awareness and understanding for stakeholders, espe-
cially for designers [1]. The traditional “pass the torch” (in other words: “over
the wall” issue) exchange procedure over lifecycle phases and involved actors
is still a critical step with some barriers [9]. This can be understood as the
lack of rationale, intents, logic on product design decisions and its impact on
downstream processes, and the need of appropriate product representations in
line with stakeholders’ viewpoints and concerns [10]. This statement can be
confirmed regarding the current concurrent product design process as well as
the associated PLM processes. The proposed work does not describe a compre-
hensive state-of-the-art review in engineering design and PLM – as successfully
realised in [3, 5] –, but particularly addresses its current limitations to fully inte-
grated lifecycle phases and related constraints and knowledge in product design.
Hence this paper discusses the required evolution of PLM – as initiated in [11]
– through the introduction of proactive engineering as an emerging paradigm
in engineering design. Over the last two decades, engineering design has seen
some relevant approaches covering sequential engineering and then CE [12]. In-
deed, this shift was required to encompass the knowledge integration issue into
product design stages. This has led to relevant approaches such as design for X
(DFX) [13], parametric design, PLM-based approaches, decision-making support
and ontology-based approaches [14] to name a few. Proactive engineering can be
considered as an emerging engineering framework which integrates as early as
possible lifecycle knowledge – described in a formal manner for example – and
technological constraints in product design and manage this knowledge in an
integrated and harmonious manner [15, 1, 16]. The fact of using lifecycle process
knowledge in design context [7] demands therefore the definition of downstream
processes (i.e. lifecycle sequence planning) before defining he product detailed
geometry, so as to overcome current limitations in CE oriented PLM approaches.
Therefore with such stakes, understanding and awareness aspects become cru-
cial in PLM in order to deliver well-balanced products (i.e. products fulfilling
lifecycle constraints and knowledge in a harmonious and consistent manner),
while considering X planning definition where X stands for manufacturing, as-
sembly, disassembly, maintenance, transport, etc. In such a way, traditional DFX
approaches need to be turned back towards “X sequence planning for design”.

Following this original point of view, the paper highlights in Section 2 the
current stakes in the CE paradigm with the recent birth of proactive engineering.
Then, Section 3 presents the remaining challenges and emerging needs in PLM
regarding this novel paradigm. Finally, Section 4 addresses the description of a
proactive design framework within PLM. The final outcome of this proposal is to
propose a novel shift in both product design and PLM, and give new directions
for further research activities in these fields.
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2 Current Stakes in Concurrent Engineering

At a critical place, the product design phase requires the consideration and in-
tegration of all constraints and knowledge (business processes, business terms,
expert rules, job experience, etc.) of product lifecycle phases. This implies to
embrace a large amount of rules which increases the work complexity of product
architects and designers [6], and consequently increases computational complex-
ity of the design phase [10]. Over the past two decades, this issue has been
tackled by shifting from sequential engineering to CE, therefore facilitating the
integration of specific concerns (i.e. manufacturing knowledge, assembly knowl-
edge, etc.) into product detailed design stages with the support of expert systems
and inference engines [12]. It can be noticed that this shift has generated poten-
tial gains by using heuristics rules with associated quantitative engineering data
[17, 18]. Thus a set of relevant design for X (DFX) and design to X (DTX) com-
ponents were proposed [12, 19]. These approaches can be understood in a way
that DFX components gather numerous rules and constraints and DTX com-
ponents concern properties values to be checked [20]. Literature has provided
numerous published research works in the above-listed fields, among them De-
sign For Assembly (DFA) seems to be the most investigated component in DFX.
These approaches can be considered as semi-generative and based on heuristics
and geometrics rules in order to tackle current difficulties in the management
of the product structure complexity and related product modelling [17]. Re-
cent research efforts in proactive DFA (also called assembly oriented design)
have proven that the early generation of admissible assembly sequences during
conceptual design stages can be created in order to provide an appropriate con-
textual support for assembly design and modelling phases [17, 18], even for the
geometric definition in a top-down manner [21]. Other DFX approaches are still
described while using assessment techniques in order to evaluate the current
product design according to specific rules and constraints [22]. Relevant future
trends in decision-based DFX can also be found in [13]. Moreover, the combina-
torial complexity of processing knowledge and rules and the need of agility in
design has been partially covered by knowledge-based engineering (KBE) tech-
niques and applications in detailed design stage [23].

Today, the CE philosophy has reached its limit or at least has some pending
issues, and some key points can be introduced to argue this statement. As such,
the current CE-based approaches do not provide enough reasoning layer for a
full understanding and awareness of product architects and designers. Indeed,
designers need to reason and understand the context in which the design is car-
ried out, that is why a qualitative description layer would be an added value
[24]. Knowledge from lifecycle processes is not yet considered as design aid but
as verification and validation procedure in the detailed design stage [6]. This fact
demonstrates that lifecycle knowledge has to be considered in a way that aids de-
signers from preliminary design stage, therefore improving designer’s awareness
and anticipation [25]. In such a way, it is important to address a proactive vision
of the product development by considering downstream processes as early as
possible in product design. Thus awareness and understanding will be promoted
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to product/process architects and designers. This can be done with relevant data
input and some specific layers which may introduce qualitative context based on
formal description. Here qualitative context may include formal description of
engineering intents and knowledge such as explained in [24]. Another relevant
aspect is the way of knowledge reuse, if lifecycle context in design is required, it
therefore demands an appropriate injection process of knowledge. An interest-
ing research effort towards knowledge on-demand procedures based on context
capturing would provide benefits in design phase [7, 3, 27].

As a synthesis, current stakes in engineering can be represented in Figure 1,
where engineering shifts from sequential to CE and CE to proactive engineering
are shown. In the past, sequential engineering meant the execution of engineer-
ing tasks without overlapping and information exchange were made possible with
quantitative data. Based on this process, CE has provided gains in Beginning-
Of-Life (BOL) by overlapping detailed design stage with manufacturing planning
and then assembly planning, etc. This was enabled with the support of heuris-
tic rules and parameters to be considered in design. More recently, proactive
engineering aims to fully overlap engineering phases based on minimum design
information, on which manufacturing and assembly planning can be generated
and considered to define a qualitative context for designers as early as possible in
the preliminary design stage. As result, with such emerging paradigm, product
development lead time becomes more optimised and more efficient by improving
understanding and awareness of designers decisions, and promoting knowledge
activation and injection in design in an appropriate manner.

3 Remaining Challenges and Emerging Needs in PLM

If proactive engineering is designing products for optimal performance over its
lifecycle, then it needs a consistent PLM strategy since PLM is about managing
knowledge on the product and all its lifecycle processes in order to optimise
product lifecycle benefits and minimise product lifecycle cost [28, 29]. In the
PLM context a suitable definition of knowledge is that of [30, 31]: K = I .E.S.A,
where K stands for Knowledge, I for Information, S for Skill, E for Experience
and A for Attitude. This definition takes the pragmatical view that knowledge is
what enables a person (or a machine) to perform a task. If two different persons
execute the same task with different performance in terms of cost, time and
quality, than the difference is explained by different knowledge. To perform a
task a certain skill is needed. Skill is obtained by teaching (from documents or
by imitation). The more often the task is repeated, the more the performance
increases. This is the Experience factor. In most cases the execution of a task
requires some choices or decisions to be taken. More information enables better
decisions and thus better task performance. Finally, the person may have skill,
experience and information; if he is not motivated there will be little or no result.

The product lifecycle encompasses many different processes that require many
tasks to be executed like design, manufacturing, assembly, installation, opera-
tion, maintenance, refurbishing and demolition. Product lifecycle performance
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Fig. 1. Towards a new engineering shift: proactive engineering

depends by definition on the knowledge applied in all those tasks. Like the core
function of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) is to make all resources available
to perform a particular tasks when and where it is to be executed, the core func-
tion of PLM is make the proper knowledge available in each resource. Product
development creates and documents the knowledge. Human resources organizes
the hiring and training to acquire skill and should record the experience. Infor-
mation systems organize the availability of information and management takes
care for Attitude. Knowledge is increasingly dynamic so a main competitive ca-
pability (internally focused) is to get new knowledge faster in operation in all
lifecycle processes.

Three flows of knowledge can be distinguished. The first is from new tech-
nology to be implemented in reliable product design. The second is from new
customer needs to be implemented in a product serving that customer. The third
is from new knowledge on possible process improvement from the field into new
knowledge available in the resources executing those processes. This third one
is the object of proactive engineering, i.e. observe product behaviour in differ-
ent lifecycle processes, generate ideas for improvements (or sequence planning)
and implement those ideas (i.e. as contextual information) in new product and
process designs. Currently in most cases the flow of knowledge from real life
processes to product development is very slow and narrow. An important rea-
son is that by the time the downstream processes like maintenance are starting,
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product development is already working on the next product generation. When
knowledge flows faster along the three axes mentioned above, this problem will
get smaller.

PLM has basically three ways of improving product development performance:
1) eliminate non value adding activities from the process to reduce cost, 2)
reduce waiting times in knowledge flows in order to reduce time to operation
and 3) stimulate reuse of knowledge in order to increase quality, efficiency and
anticipation. The last one is the most powerful to improve product lifecycle value.
Reuse in design is achieved first by reusing existing components and modules,
but second by parameterizing the design (via rules and parameters). The effect is
that the knowledge for a class of specific product types is abstracted to the level
of a single product family via a consistent configuration of rules and parameters.
Then product and process specifications for specific products can be derived –
cheap, fast and reliable – by feeding parameter values into the product family
models.

In the context of proactive engineering product families are important because
family specifications have a longer lifetime, change slower, that those of individ-
ual products. This means that experience with process families can be collected
and used while the product family is still alive, thus enabling faster learning of
process designers. Another important PLM feature for proactive design is en-
abling concurrent engineering, meaning that downstream processes are designed
concurrently with the product. Both the new product and the new process are
to be designed as a limited set of changes to and existing product and its pro-
cesses. Most component (families) are to be reused without change, while only
specific components and processes may be redesigned. Thus the knowledge in
the stable part can be reused, has a longer life, more repetitive application so the
knowledge can be of much better quality. Not only for the resource applying the
knowledge repetition is important to create experience, also for the knowledge
creation process it holds that to each repetition of application gives a possibility
to learn and improve the specification of the skill.

As a result, currentPLMvision requires evolution towards the effective and con-
sistent management of knowledge [11], the improvement of knowledge reuse from
downstream processes in product design and the appropriate knowledge represen-
tation and reasoning [32].Among knowledge types, PLMstill requires the consider-
ation and the qualitative and formal description of design intents with declarative
knowledge (know-what), rationale with causal knowledge (Know-Why), process
intents with procedural knowledge (Know-How) and temporal knowledge (Know-
When) so as to increase awareness and understanding of information and
knowledge flows [33]. Computational layers should also be introduced in order to
facilitate information and knowledge processing between each engineering phases.
In this context, mediator-based applications [34], hub-based applications, context-
aware and context-sensitive applications, and knowledge on-demand mechanisms
[35] with the support of reasoning features and agents [36] would provide an inter-
esting “peacemaker” for existing PLM ecosystems. The peacemaker concept here
will ensure the closed-loop of information and knowledge flows [37] and promotion
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of information irrigation with semantic federation [38] for various abstraction lev-
els of information [39].

Figure 2 presents a summary of the main existing PLM systems (grey boxes)
and applications (white boxes) covering the product lifecycle and associated to
specific content (i.e. what, how, when and where). This map is composed of PLM
systems which manages spatial and temporal information related to the product
and its lifecycle processes (i.e. Product Data Management – PDM, Manufactur-
ing Process Management – MPM and ERP), and applications which defines and
optimizes product and process definitions. Hub and bridge applications have not
been represented since these applications remains too specific regarding current
research efforts. Here “what” is about technical entities and engineering data re-
lated to the product, “how” is about processes and functions, “when” addresses
temporal events, and “where” denotes places and networks such as initiated in
the Zachman’s framework [40]. The “why” part (i.e. rationale and motivation)
is not addressed yet, or at least not commonly agreed yet by the PLM com-
munity. This figure also highlights some overlaps along the lifecycle phases axis
and some gaps about the content orientation axis. A critical feature is the lack
of connection between content types, where continuity, logic and associated rea-
soning mechanisms of information and knowledge flows are currently missing
in PLM ecosystems, especially in BOL phase. Indeed, current information ex-
change procedures are not sufficient to understand stakeholders’ intents. Hence
there is an opportunity to improve current position of PLM systems in order
to promote proactive engineering by introducing new reasoning and computing
layers on semantics and logics aspects in a central manner.

4 Towards a Proactive Design Framework within PLM

Proactive design implies that not only knowledge about the product technology,
but knowledge about all lifecycle processes is used in optimizing the design of
not only the product, but also that of all lifecycle processes. It means that each
designers in the product lifecycle must have access to knowledge from all other
designers. In such a way, The proposed proactive design framework, presented
in Figure 3, introduces some new knowledge processing mechanisms in order to
link “what” with “how” and “when” contents of PLM in a way that considers “X
sequence planning for design” (DFX is actually turned back). The breakthrough
lies in the understanding of design and process contexts and related designer’s
intents, and the description and instantiation of knowledge on-demand for its
appropriate injection (i.e. accurate reuse) in the design process. As a result, the
proposed framework, which provide a novel “why” layer for processing and con-
trolling information and knowledge flows between product design and lifecycle
sequence planning, can be deployed as follows:

Step 1. Generation of lifecycle (manufacturing, assembly, etc.) sequence plan-
ning. Based on preliminary product design input (e.g. bill of material, part-
to-part relationships, etc.), it is then possible to generate admissible lifecycle
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Fig. 2. Map of existing PLM systems and applications along lifecycle phases and con-
tent orientation

sequence planning (e.g. assembly sequence planning), on which a good one
can be identified based on process planner experience [17, 18].

Step 2. Product structuring. The early-defined assembly sequence for example
can be consistently considered in product design for product structuring. The
same reasoning procedure can be done via the definition of the manufacturing
sequence for part features structuring.

Step 3 & 3’. Knowledge on-demand in design. This action is required and ac-
tive all along the design process, from conceptual to detailed design stages.
At any time, it should be possible to interpret the designer’s context (in
CAD modelling for example) in a way to understand and capture its design
intents with surroundings engineering data related to the product. Here the
captured intents are then described with declarative knowledge (knowing
what).

Step 4 & 4’. Knowledge on-demand in process planning. Similar to the pre-
vious step, the interpretation of process context is also needed at any time
in order to describe planner’s intents with procedural knowledge (knowing
how) and temporal knowledge (knowing when).

Step 5. Knowledge consistency checking. This step links declarative knowledge
with procedural and temporal knowledge by introducing causal knowledge
(i.e. rationale). In such a way, knowledge about “what” and “how” can
be described and linked so as to check knowledge consistency with logical
inferences.
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Fig. 3. Proactive design framework (K stands for Knowledge)

Step 6. Knowledge activation and instantiation. Based on the previous descrip-
tive knowledge and the captured contexts, the needed knowledge is activated
and instantiated towards the context purpose (i.e. data structuring, design
support, decision-making, verification and validation).

Step 7. Knowledge injection in design. Finally, once activated, the knowledge
is injected in the appropriate format (i.e. qualitative description) to the right
person at the right place in the design process.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper has highlighted current stakes and limits in concurrent engineering
towards the need of a proactive engineering vision in consistency with PLM
emerging needs. The authors have presented how traditional approaches can be
turned back (e.g. DFX methods) by considering lifecycle sequence planning for
design so as to promote awareness and understanding in design. Built on this,
a novel proactive design framework within PLM has been proposed in order to
link “what” with “how” and “when” contents by introducing an emerging “why”
layer, where contexts and intents are described with qualitative knowledge (i.e.
declarative, procedural , temporal and causal knowledge). This framework pro-
vides knowledge on-demand mechanisms and some consistency checking proce-
dures in order to facilitate the knowledge injection process in product design.
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Hence future works will address each step of the proposed framework with spe-
cific mechanisms and algorithms. In addition, a PLM implementation will be
conducted in order to introduce the missing “why” layer for linking existing
PLM components (information systems and applications) in BOL phase.
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